
Typewriter Rodeo 
Custom poems. Vintage typewriters. Memorable events. 

Typewriter)Rodeo)
has$entertained$guests$for$

•  PayPal$Women’s$Ini6a6ve$

Conference$San$Jose$$

•  University$of$Texas$Co?Op$
•  Briscoe$Art$Museum$

•  Aus6n$Thinkery$Museum$

•  Harry$Ransom$Center$$

•  Texas$Book$Fes6val$
•  Aus6n$Teen$Book$Fes6val$
•  Mini$Maker$Faire$

•  Aspen$Ins6tute$class$reunion$
•  UT$Elementary$

•  Adlucent$LLC$client$summit$

•  Four$Seasons$residences$
•  Mul6ple$weddings$&$

anniversaries$

$

“Amazingly)cool)to)hire)for)your)
corporate)conference.”)

)))

–$Jo$Miller,$CEO$of$Women’s$Leadership$Coaching,$Inc.$

“Typewriter)Rodeo)is)the)next)BIG)
interac@ve)entertainment)both)corporate)

and)social)programs)are)seeking.”)
))

–$Cindy$Lo,$Owner$&$Event$Strategist,$Red$Velvet$Events$

See)Us)In)Ac@on!))
))

6nyurl.com/T?Rodeo$

TypewriterRodeo.com$

(512)$808?0444$

typewriterrodeo@gmail.com$



“It was not just entertainment but a 
customized, personal, and emotional 

memento that each employee was able 
to take home.”!

!!!

-- Muna Hussaini, Senior Manager of Diversity & 
Inclusion at PayPal, Inc. 

“What rockstars, y’all are! I cannot believe it!  
It was a typewriting marathon! I could not have been 

more pleased with your energy and diligence. 
  

Thank you for being here and engaging our audience 
– if you couldn’t tell, they loved you!” 

   
-- Margaret Burke, Harry Ransom Center Museum 

"Thank you so much for your beautiful poems you wrote 
for Christmas! Especially the one for "Aunt Becky". You 
conveyed exactly what I wanted her to hear - and she 
cried, and laughed, and cried some more - it was very 

touching. Thank you so much!” 
 

-- Kara D.S., Dale, TX 

“Got our poem earlier in the week and predicted it 
would be my Husband's favorite gift, so I made him 
open it last. Good thing, because it reduced him to a 

delightfully blubbering mess.  
 

A deep, heartfelt thank you and hearty hugs to the 
gang at Typewriter Rodeo. You are AMAZING!” 

 

-- Susan M.A., South Carolina 

“It’s part art, part therapy… Self-reflection, 
a little judgment, humor, ideas on how to 

live better. Good grief, what a deal. I’m 
thinking Typewriter Rodeo should be on 

every corner of the universe.” 
  

-- Ruth Pennebaker, author & essayist 

“You’re always everyone’s favorite part of the night. 
Keep rockin’ the Typewriter Rodeo!” 

  
-- Will Tung, Marketing Coordinator, Adlucent LLC 


